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Abstract: Feature Matching means two image features are compared which may be different in their
perspective, points, lightening, sizes, color, and shape. The main intention of the feature matching
algorithm is to figure out the number of features of two images regardless of the transformation. Feature
Matching can be categorized into two groups named feature detectors and feature descriptors. Feature
detectors are defined as finding the features from an input image. The descriptors describe the distinctive
extracted features on the image. This paper proposes Feature Matching on Library Catalogue. This paper
is about Feature Matching on Library Catalogue. The purpose behind this paper is to know whether the
captured input book image is present in the library catalogue or not and also comparing feature matching
algorithms like ORB, SIFT and SURF to suggest the efficient algorithm for image feature matching. The
Library Catalogue holds a separate set of terms, and all those terms will be mapped with the given input
for appropriate result. If the given input book image is matched with the highest number of features in
the catalogue, then the name of the book is displayed. If no image is matched, then it returns no book
found in the catalogue.
Index Terms: Feature matching; precision; image; library catalogue ; ORB ; SIFT;SURF;
1.Introduction
In addition to the expeditious advancement in science and technology and Computer perception is widely used
extensively in numerous applications, the requirements for image matching with effective performance has
brought in demand. The word Feature usually describes or identifies some information or content about the
image. Features are like patterns in an image which helps in identifying specific structures such as points.
Feature Matching works with two particular types of images usually based on a search distance algorithm. The
first image is considered as the input image was used to map the features or derive attributes with the second
image is the target image. It could be difficult finding identical feature in at least two real-time images can be
challenging in live scenarios. This case is majorly met when there are large images and high -resolution
images. The accuracy always depends on certain things like quality of the image, the similarity and
complexity of the provided images. In certain conditions one input image feature can match with two or more
images but with the one which has more matching attributes is considered as the target image. Many
algorithms are developed and introduced in recent times for image analysis, which are used for feature
detection and extraction. Few comprehensive algorithms like ORB, BRISK, SIFT, SURF can work on both.
Brute Force Matcher is used for comparing features of the input image with the defined target image set using
a distance calculation algorithm. When it finds a closet match with the input image feature, it is returned. Due
to many large comparisons, it is taking more time, but the results are pretty good. In computer vision, the
content of the image is considered as key points. These key points help to locate objects in images. An
efficient algorithm should be closed so that it can be performed in the real time and repeatedly. The key points
are described by the corresponding descriptors in feature extraction.
Comparisons of three algorithms i.e., Oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF(ORB), Scale Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) and Speed Up Robust Feature (SURF) are performed here on different images of same
resolutions. In this ORB detect more features when compared to SIFT and SURF.SURF and SIFT has fewer
features that can be recognized, but they recognize more definite features compared to ORB. Here in this
paper Brute force algorithm is used to match features between the input and target image. This algorithm
combines with k-Nearest Neighbors. It also helps in removing outliers. The process is usually carried out on
two same 2d images in different positions by a camera. The feature detection and extraction of the image is
performed by each algorithm one after the other. OpenCV library is used for live computer perception.
The Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) algorithm usually allows the detection of local feature points
which is known as key points in an image. Generally, features are invariant, so that it can rotate and scaled.
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SIFT need stable points in two images and it needs some features which characterizes a salient point to
determine some correspondences between them. When one is trying to match the patches around feature
points, it could have some negative result when the position of the object is changed which could lead to
wrong matches. SIFT provides features characterizes a salient point which will remain invariant to changes in
rotation or scale. Initially, key points are determined (salient feature points). After then refining their scale and
location. Determine orientations and descriptors for each key point. The disadvantage of SIFT is very slow.
Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) was inspired and developed from SIFT descriptor as it slowly and
require better and speeded-up version. SURF gives robust features of an image. SURF is much faster than
SIFT. Major Applications of SIFT are robot localization, image retrieval, object categorization, object and
location recognition. SURF can extract scale and rotation invariant key point descriptor and detector. They
have the ability to allocate more than one direction to each key point. It has smaller calculation for feature
extraction when compared to SIFT. The Algorithm works in such a way that it detects key points, describe
key points and match key points.
Oriented Fast and Rotated Brief (ORB) is a substitute for SIFT and SURF in matching performance and
computation cost. ORB is a FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment Test) key point detector whereas the
BRIEF descriptor will enhance the performance by making many modifications or adding features. Key points
are found by FAST and for finding the main points between them Harris corner measure is used. The only
disadvantage is that orientation and descriptors are not computed buy FAST. This is fulfilled by BRIEF. The
BRIEF is bad with rotation so ORB rotates the BRIEF so that it works in line with orientation of key points.
ORB takes the input image and converts it into grayscale. The ORB detector detects the key points in the
input image and computes the descriptors which are similar in the both input image and the target image. It
will then match the key points with Brute Force Matcher and displays the result.
2.LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1 Image Feature Matching and Object Detection Using Brute-Force Matchers.
Jackubovic et al[1] has suggested a framework for feature matching and object recognition. They have
implemented four algorithms for the feature detection and extraction of an image. The brute Force Matcher is
used for feature matching. They have concluded with their experiment results based on number of inline
matches, mean error and execution time that SURF is the most effective and precise. It was stated that the
outliers do exists which is not avoidable but the number can be decreased and omitted with visualization part.
2.2 A review of feature detection and match algorithms for localization and mapping
Li,Shimiao [2] performed comparative analysis on performance of the algorithms based on their
precision,pace,magnitude and rotation transitivity. For detecting and matching features, they have concluded
that ORB is the fastest algorithm. And suitable for real time scenarios. Sift performs high accuracy. Harris and
FAST has showed poor performance in feature matching where as FAST performs higher speed in detecting
features. MSER performs better when compared to Harris and FAST.
2.3 Evaluation of Image Feature Detection and Matching Algorithms
Yiwen el at [3] analysed and performed comparative analysis on SIFT, SURF, ORB, BRISK, KAZE and
AKAZE .Oxford dataset has been used to compare the resilience of distinct algorithms under various
transformations. The different robustness indicators that have been used for performance comparison are
speed, complete running time, detecting time and matching time. With experimental results shows that under
blur and lightening transformation SURF is more efficient. In viewpoint transformation BRISK and AKAZE
are efficient. They concluded that each algorithm has its benefits and effects under different transformations
like few algorithms has higher accuracy rate but takes big time and vice versa few has lower accuracy rate but
take less time.

2.4 Research on image feature matching algorithm based on feature optical flow and corner
feature
Song el at [4] proposed a quick feature extraction and appropriate algorithm where include feature optical
flow with corner features built on ORB algorithm. It uses ORB to extract key points followed displacement
vector is calculated. To track feature points Lucas-Kandle feature optical flow is used. knn radius is used to
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check for feature key points in the image area. RANSAC algorithm is used to takeaway unwanted features. It
can wipe out high number of imbalances matches and get high precision image matching. The resilience of the
algorithm is increased in real-time scene and provides feature matching precision.
2.5 Research on feature point matching algorithm improvement using depth prediction
Chen el at [5] They have applied depth prediction with SIFT into feature matching by proposing novel
mismatch algorithm to enhance the precision if feature matching. MonoDepth algorithm is used to find the
depth value in an image. In their approach the prophecy of depth maps is performed in pixel-wise by redgreen-blue images using deep learning algorithm. The tests outcome has demonstrated that they have
increased the precision of feature matching by the novel method where the mismatching is lowered by
narrowing the matching area. This method cannot rely on surface features for predicting the depth but it has
the capability of predicting the depth on low texture surface scenes.
2.6 A Novel Approach of Object Detection Using Point Feature Matching Technique for
Colored Images
Sharma el at [6] For object recognition in colored image they have implemented point feature matching
technique using SURF approach. They have used a novel SURF algorithm for extracting, describing and then
matching the objecting from colored images. The flow of the algorithm is that it detects a specific object by
finding the correlation points among the referential image and the objective grey scale image. The SURF has
non-repeating patterns which help to detect the objects for unique features matches. The experimental results
have proven that it works well with the colored objects and with the regular pattern objects. This has greater
advantage when used in real time applications due to its fast computation.
3.METHODOLOGY
In this project, three algorithms have been implemented for feature matching and compared. Initially the input
image captures from the webcam and is stored in a temporary location. The image is read from the temporary
location and it is resized to 500X500 pixels. After reading the image, adding each and every image path from
the catalogue folder to the files list using the list comprehension method. Looping each and every path from
the list folder, reading the image and resizing every image by 500X500 pixels.

Code Snippet of calling the algorithm functions of ORB,SIFT and SURF.
3.1 Algorithm for SIFT
Step 1 :The input image is captured from the webcam and stored at a temporary location. It is resized to 500X
500 px.
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Step 2 : Each image from the dataset is resized to 500 X 500 px are passed to SIFT Matching function as
parameters.
Step 3: A Model object for SIFT is created from OpenCV module SIFT_create() . Images are passed to
detectAndCompute() for detecting and computing the key points and descriptor points.
Step 4: Flann Based Matcher is used to detect the matches and uses K Nearest Neighbor algorithm to find the
nearest match algorithm when more than one match is found. KNN will return the best match out of the
matches found. A better suitable algorithm is being opted out of all algorithm, it has in its collection. Two
dictionaries are to be passed to the FLANN based matcher First parameter is indexParams where
FlANN_INDEX_KDTREE is passed as an algorithm. Second parameter is search_params where checks are
passed. Using the KNN match trying to get good matches
whose points distance is less than the threshold value of 0.7.
Step 5:Matching points are used with homography function from pydegensac where a set of points need to be
sent from both the input and target image, it will find the transformative perspective of the object. It will then
return the inliers. Pydegensac executes LO-RANSAC and DEGENSAC.
Step 6: Now need to extract all the locations of the matched key points and inliers are drawn using
cv2.drawmatches function and the image is displayed.
Step 7: The inliers that add to dictionary with file name as the key. Finding max value from the dictionary
above the threshold value and accessing it with the key which is the output book name.
The input image has been captured from the webcam to detect the features and match the features with the
dataset images.

Figure 2:Captured Input Image from webcam
Each image inliers has been matched with the input image and the highest number of inliers of an image is
taken as result image.

Figure 3: Finding the number of inliers using SIFT
3.2 Algorithm for SURF
Step 1 :The input image is captured from the webcam and stored at a temporary location. It is resized to 500X
500 px.
Step 2 : Each image from the dataset is resized to 500 X 500 px are passed to SURF Matching function as
parameters.
Step 3: A Model object for SIFT is created from OpenCV module SURF_create() . Images are passed to
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detectAndCompute() for detecting and computing the key points and descriptor points.
Step 4: Flann Based Matcher is used to detect the matches and uses K Nearest Neighbor algorithm to find the
nearest match algorithm when more than one match is found. KNN will return the best match out of the
matches found. A better suitable algorithm is being opted out of all algorithm, it has in its collection. Two
dictionaries are to be passed to the FLANN based matcher First parameter is indexParams where
FlANN_INDEX_KDTREE is passed as an algorithm. Second parameter is search_params where checks are
passed. Using the KNN match trying to get good matches whose points distance is less than the threshold
value of 0.7.
Step 5:Matching points are used with homography function from pydegensac where a set of points need to be
sent from both the input and target image, it will find the transformative perspective of the object. It will then
return the inliers. Pydegensac executes LO-RANSAC and DEGENSAC.
Step 6: Now need to extract all the locations of the matched key points and inliers are drawn using
cv2.drawmatches function and the image is displayed.
Step 7:The inliers that add to dictionary with file name as the key. Finding max value from the dictionary
above the threshold value and accessing it with the key which is the output book name.

Figure 4: Finding the number of inliers using SURF
Each image inliers have been matched with the input image and the highest number of inliers of an image is
taken as result image.

Code snippet of SIFT and SURF Algorithm.
3.3 Algorithm for ORB
Step 1 :The input image is captured from the webcam and stored at a temporary location. It is resized to 500X
500 px.
Step 2 : Each image from the dataset is resized to 500 X 500 px are passed to orb function as parameters.
Step 3: ORB_create() is used to create an object. From OpenCV cvtColor is used to convert from one color
space to another color space. These images are converted to grayscale.
Step 4: Detectandcompute function will find all the key points and descriptors. These points are drawn on the
image.
Step 5: The descriptors of both images are passed to BFMatcher to match the key points.BFMatcher uses
cv2.NORM_Hamming function to compute the difference among the two key point descriptors.
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Step 6: The matches are sorted and returned besides it are passed to draw function to draw all the matches.
The length of matches is considered as inlier count.
Step 7: The inliers that add to dictionary with file name as the key. Finding max value from the dictionary
above the threshold value and accessing it with the key which is the output of the book name.
Each image matches have been matched with the input image and the highest number of inliers of an image is
taken as result image.

Figure 6: Finding the number of matches using ORB.

Code Snippet of ORB algorithm.
3.4 Results
The dataset images have been collected from the Gokaraju Rangaraju College of Engineering Library.A Test
has been performed on 100 book images on each algorithm and out of three algorithms ,SURF is more
efficient when compared with SIFT and ORB.ORB is computational faster than SIFT and SURF but not much
efficient with respect to results which have been achieved. SURF has higher precision rate but computation is
slower than SIFT and ORB. SURF has precision rate of 95 percent whereas SIFT has 91 percent and ORB 85
percent of features matching .

Figure 1: Comparison between Algorithms for Number of books that detected Correctly
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Code Snippet of the end result displaying the book name.
4.CONCLUSION
In this paper Feature Matching on Library Catalogue has been proposed .In this process three algorithms are
implemented for feature matching. The image set holds the library book images. Feature matching is
implemented and compared among three Algorithms namely SIFT,SURF and ORB. The input image is
captured and features are matched with the features in the image set. The highest number of features matched
will return the book name , if features are not matched to the given threshold frequency number, then it returns
no book found. From the Experimental results, SURF has highest precision rate in feature matching and found
to be the most efficient when compared with SIFT and ORB.ORB has higher speed in computing the features
than SIFT and SURF but lacks in precision when compared with the other two Algorithms.
5. Future Enhancement
I would like further implement and compare feature matching on library catalogue using the FAST and
BRISK Algorithms and improve the efficiency of SIFT,SURF and ORB by proposing a methodology.
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